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Today
• Agglomeration

– Clustering of economic activity in geographical space

• Occurs at many levels

– Consumers go to shopping malls since they expect to find large variety, shops locate in malls because
expect to find many customers
– Specialized regions like Silicon Valley locate close to Stanford University to get bright people + faculty that
started non-academic spinoffs, and startups go to there get closer to the action, funding and brains
– Other examples: the City in London, Hollywood, Geneva (NGOs)
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Today
• Look at clustering of economic activity across regions in the EU
– City/agglomeration size distribution and growth patterns
– Supply and demand factors
– Different factor endowments lead to different factor intensities

• Which economic mechanisms drive clustering?
– Why this extreme clustering of activity?
– Who produces what where?

• What are policy implications?

– 1/3 of EU budget is spent on regional policies
– Impact on allocative efficiency and welfare
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Today
• Need imperfect competition to explain this

– Starrett (1978) theorem: In a perfectly competitive economy, the presence of trade costs leads to a
uniform distribution of economic activity, each location being autarkic
– Hence, agglomeration can only result from trade-off between IRS and transport costs
– If no transport costs, location decisions only governed by scale economies
– If no IRS, each location accommodates all economic activities, but at very small scale
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Today
• Circular logic is key

– High population density implies larger market size and also larger market for factors of production
– High density markets also suggest faster innovation and technology diffusion, increasing firms’
productivity
– High density markets are also close to each other, lowering trade costs
– At the same time, workers and firms are mobile, and both go where economic conditions are best
– Hence, richer regions attract more activities, people and firms
– Generates snowball effect
– IRS kick-starts agglomeration, but is cumulative process (endogenous location) that exacerbates
– Trade-off between IRS and costs along many dimensions (labor market clearing, congestion, land prices,
location of suppliers and customers …)
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Today
• Why do firms and consumers tend to cluster economic activity?
– Models of endogenous location of firms
– Models of labor mobility and migration  next lecture

• Goals of theory

– Explain concentration of population and economic activity
– Underlying mechanics, equilibrium and policy implications
– IRS drives agglomeration almost by definition (“agglomerations form because of agglomeration
economies”), but what are sources of IRS to spatial concentration ?
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Today
• Key results

– Integration tends to foster agglomeration in regions that are already big and prosperous
– Hence need for active policy to support optimal locational effects (1/3 of EU budget on regional policies)
– This effect does not come from Hecksher-Ohlin or other neo-classical models of trade
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Today
• Waves of theory

– IRS and perfect competition are hard to reconcile. Even if possible, deal with existence of and multiple
equilibria  avoided modeling for long time
– Take size and location as given, trace out outcomes for land rents (prices) and land use (specialization)
– Add IRS, but treat as black box (“localized production externalities”)
– Think of sources of IRS

• 3 possible reasons for IRS (Marshall 1890)

– knowledge spillovers? (“In the air”)
– advantages of thick markets for specialized skills
– backward and forward linkages in production
– NEG focuses on third (other 2 are hard to model or to empirically evaluate)
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Fact 1 – Distribution of population is highly skewed across
regions in EU

Source: Eurostat
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Fact 1 – Distribution of population is highly skewed across
regions in EU
• With industrial revolution, population growth accelerated and increasing pattern of
urbanization
– Not only Western industrial revolution, also currently China
– Globally stable city sizes around 1950, close to current sizes
– In 2008, more than 50% of world population lives in urban areas

• Huge dispersion in size and spatial distribution of urban developments across EU28

– In 2014, 72.5% of all EU28 inhabitants live in urban areas
– Less than 50% of EU28 total area is inhabited
– 10% of area accounts for 77% of population, with density of 17x average density
– Netherlands: high population density and high share of land use
– Baltic states: compact urban developments (central planned economy + no market for land/property)
– Other countries: post WWI and WWII rebuild, with tabula rasa city planning being more open/dispersed
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Fact 1 – Distribution of population is highly skewed across
regions in EU
• Most densely populated region

– SE-England, Flanders, Netherlands, Nordrhein-Westfalen
– Not only high population density, but also transport infrastructure, location close to EU markets

• Some areas with relatively equal population density
– Large parts of France, Germany, Denmark, Poland
– Relatively equally spread over territory

• Some areas with high dispersion in population density
– Spain: dense in Madrid and coastal regions

• Importance metropolitan areas

– 8% of EU28 population lives in urban area > 5 mln inhabitants
– In US, this is 25% (i.e. EU is less dispersed)
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Fact 1 – Distribution of population is highly skewed across
regions in EU
• There is considerable spatial autocorrelation of economic density
– Dense regions are surrounded by other dense regions
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Fact 2 – Urban regions grow faster than non-urban regions
• Overall population growth is modest
• Most urban regions exhibited population growth above national averages

– Between 2004 and 2014, urban region population in EU28 grew with 6% from 204 mln to 2016 mln
– Even more (12.3%) for highly urbanized areas with at least 1 mln inhabitants
– Mostly due to migration rates rather than natural (net birth) rates
– Some countries with negative migration rates (Greece, Spain, Portugal) due to economic crisis

• Within urban area evolution

– From city center to suburbs (rising land and property prices, easier transport, high inequality in cities)
– Trade-off with increased transport time/costs, less amenities

• Big potential impact of policy

– EU, national and local: investments (infrastructure, amenities, new urban space)
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Fact 2 – Urban regions grow faster than non-urban regions

Source: Eurostat
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Fact 3 – Metropolitan areas contribute proportionally more
to GDP
• economic contribution of metropolitan regions (> 1mln people) greater than their share of
the population
– Holds for all 21 EU countries with metropolitan area of at least this size
– E.g. metropolitan regions with at least one million inhabitants accounted for 42.8 % of Bulgarian GDP,
while they provided a home to 23.2 % of the Bulgarian population

• Again, high spatial autocorrelation between rich regions
– Also imminent rich core and poor periphery
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Fact 3 – Metropolitan areas contribute proportionally more
to GDP
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Fact 3 – Metropolitan areas contribute proportionally more
to GDP

Source: Eurostat
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Fact 4 – Correlation industry and population growth
• Some metropolitan regions had negative population growth rates between 2004-2014
– Coal and steel centers in Ruhrgebiet (-271,000 inhabitants) and Katowice (-143,000)
– Mining regions of Ostrava, Saarbrucken, Pecs, Heerlen
– Ship construction sites in Bremerhaven, Sunderland
– Metalworking in Siegen, Miskolc and Opole
– Most regions exhibit narrow industrial base

• Fastest economic growth in areas with high-tech industries
– Car industry in Ingolstadt, Derby
– Financial sector in Plovdiv and Varna
– Medical research and biotech in Uppsala
– “engines of economic growth”
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Taking stock
• Historical dependence of city/agglomeration size

– Differences in factor endowments
– Expect to see different industries in different agglomerations, with different factor proportions

• Both supply- and demand-side patterns matter (migration, technology)
– Population growth mostly from migration patterns
– Decrease in highly specialized outdated technologies
– Increase in high-tech industries

• While gaps across EU28 has been decreasing, income inequality within has been increasing
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Monocentric city model
• Simple heuristic model of allocation of space

– Started with Von Thünen (1826)
– Noticed that one crop/commodity gave way to another as one moves away from the city
– Each market has own concentric rings around it
– Crops close to the market very different from crops far from the market

• Question

– How to optimally allocate land to minimize combined costs of production and transportation?
– How will land be allocated if there is competition among farmers and landowners?
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Monocentric city model
• Model setup

– One town (market), supplied by farmers in the surrounding countryside
– Countryside is completely homogeneous
– Series of crops that can be produces 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑛
– No production costs, only land rental costs and transportation costs
– Price of crops 𝑝𝑖
– Transport costs 𝜏𝑖 measured by distance 𝑟 traveled to market: 𝜏𝑖 𝑟
– Farmers maximize profits: 𝜋𝑖 𝑟 = 𝑝𝑖 − 𝜏𝑖 𝑟
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Monocentric city model
• Outcomes

– Land owners can extract all rents from farmers
– Land rent is highest close to market and declines to zero at outer skirts
– Each farmer faces trade-off between land rent and transportation costs
– Since yields and transportation costs are different for different crops, concentric specialization occurs
– In equilibrium, land rents are so that farmers produce enough of each crop to meet demand
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Monocentric city model
• Upper part
• equilibrium outcome of land prices at each
distance from the city
• The envelope defines the rent gradient
• At each point, farmers of one crop are
willing to pay more for land than others
• Bottom part
• Resulting concentric rings
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Monocentric city model
• While simple and maybe obvious, deep analysis

– Not so easy to determine where to grow which crop
– Allocating some land to one crop affects transportation costs of all other crops
– Importantly, this outcome is efficient, while driven by self-interest of farmers and landowners
– The equilibrium minimizes total combined cost of producing and transporting crops

• Important limitations

– Take the existence of the city as given  Want to endogenize the location and land use
– Assumes perishable goods have high transportation costs
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Location and prices (Hotelling (1929))
• Model setup – version 1

– Line with consumers spread equally over unit interval
– All consumers are identical except for location on interval
– Consumers have to travel to each firm, incurring transport costs
– Firms are located on each end of the interval 𝑖 = 1,2 with same marginal costs
– Consumers buy only from 1 firm, choose which has price + transport cost lowest

• Solution

– If firms set same prices, consumers go to closest firm
– Consumer at the halfway point is indifferent between both firms
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Location and prices (Hotelling (1929))
• Derivation

– Firm profits are 𝜋𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑐 𝑞𝑖 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗
– Consumer indirect utility is 𝑣𝑖 = 𝑟 − 𝑡 𝑙𝑖 − 𝑥 − 𝑝𝑖
– Where 𝑟 is some reservation value, 𝑡 is transport cost 𝑙𝑖 is location of firm 𝑖, 𝑥 is quantity consumed
– Indifferent consumer:
𝑣1 = 𝑣2
𝑟 − 𝑡 𝑙1 − 𝑥 − 𝑝1 = 𝑟 − 𝑡 𝑙2 − 𝑥 − 𝑝2
𝑙1 + 𝑙2 𝑝2 − 𝑝1
𝑥∗ =
+
2
2𝑡
– Equilibrium demand for good 1: 𝑞1 = 𝑥 ∗
– Equilibrium demand for good 2: 𝑞2 = 1 − 𝑥 ∗

• Intuition

– 𝑞1 decreases in 𝑝1 and increases in 𝑝2
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Location and prices (Hotelling (1929))
• Derivation (cont’d)

– With fixed locations of firms on unit interval, set 𝑙1 = 0 and 𝑙2 = 1
𝜋𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑐 𝑞𝑖 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗
𝜋𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑐
𝜋𝑖 =
– FOC for profit max

1 𝑝𝑗 − 𝑝𝑖
+
2
2𝑡

1
𝑝𝑖 𝑡 + 𝑝𝑖 𝑝𝑗 − 𝑝𝑖2 − 𝑐𝑡 − 𝑐𝑝𝑗 + 𝑐𝑝𝑖
2𝑡
𝜕𝜋𝑖
1
=
𝑡 + 𝑝𝑗 − 2𝑝𝑖 + 𝑐 = 0
𝜕𝑝𝑖 2𝑡
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Location and prices (Hotelling (1929))
• Derivation (cont’d)
𝑝𝑖 =

1
𝑡 + 𝑝𝑗 + 𝑐
2

𝑝𝑗 =

1
𝑡 + 𝑝𝑖 + 𝑐
2

– From symmetry
– Hence

𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝𝑗 = 𝑐 + 𝑡

• Intuition

– The further competitors are located from each other (t increasing), the higher markups
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Location and prices (Hotelling (1929))
• Model setup – version 2

– Now firms can choose where to locate
– Where would they locate?
– Model as 2-stage game, where firms first choose location and then set prices. Solve backwards.

• Solution

– If firms produce perfect substitutes: in middle (no price competition, go where the demand is)
– If not perfect substitutes: at ends
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Location and prices (Hotelling (1929))
• Extension - Salop circle model (1979)

– Extend to N firms
– Firms and consumers on circle (no end-points anymore)
– Firms want to maximize distance between each other to cover most consumers while differentiating
products
– Consumers might end up buying less favorable brand if lower price/closer by
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Comparative advantage and factor endowments
• Heckscher-Ohlin model suggests that regions specialize in sectors in which they have comparative
advantage
– E.g.: Germany abundant in high-skilled labor, Poland abundant in low-skilled labor
– With trade, Germany specialized in cars, and Poland in plumbers

• However, this model assumes exogenous difference in factor endowments

– Just happen to have some exogenous cheap labor or a lot of capital
– This would imply that similar regions would have similar location structures
– There are regions with similar characteristics but some appear to attract all the economic activity while others
end up as peripheral regions

• Difference comparative advantage and new economic geography

– While in HO, regions specialize in sectors for which they have a comparative advantage, there is economic
activity in each region and every region is better off under trade
– We will see with new economic geography however, small differences in initial conditions can lead to large
differences in location of economic activity
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Comparative advantage and factor endowments
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Bird’s eye view of framework
• Some observations

– Integration tends to geographically concentrate economic activity
– We do not observe same specialization patterns for similar regions

• Endogenous growth

– Economic geography argues circular causality between GDP per capita and population density
– High density implies large markets for demand
– High density implies large markets for inputs and labor, more innovative, driving down costs for firms

• Snowballing

– Agglomeration forces encourage spatial concentration (IRS and big consumer markets)
– Other forces encourage spatial dispersion (higher land and factor prices, competition)

• Brings together elements from above
• Krugman won Nobel prize in 2008 for his work on this
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Bird’s eye view of framework
• Need imperfect competition to explain this (restatement)

– Starrett (1978) theorem: In a perfectly competitive economy, the presence of trade costs leads to a
uniform distribution of economic activity, each location being autarkic
– Hence, agglomeration can only result from trade-off between IRS and trade costs
– If no trade costs, location decisions only governed by scale economies
– If no IRS, each location accommodates all economic activities, but at very small scale

• Workhorse model of trade with imperfect competition

– Supply side: imperfect competition with IRS
– Demand side: love of variety through CES preferences (modeling trick thanks to Dixit-Stiglitz (1977))
– Transport costs of iceberg type
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Bird’s eye view of framework
• Economies of scale – internal to the firm

– Larger scale of production relates with lower average costs of production
– Key for this framework

• Economies of scale – external to the firm

– Average cost of production decreases with level of production “close” to the firm
– E.g. presence of better, cheaper inputs, knowledge spillovers (exogenous or endogenous?)
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Bird’s eye view of framework
• Agglomeration effects - Two proposed cumulative causation mechanisms
• Forward linkages

– demand side (e.g. Krugman (1991))
– Workers move to agglomerations since demand for labor (and thus wages) are higher in dense areas
– Firms want to be close to demand market, but face transport costs to other regions
– More on this next lecture

• Backward linkages

– Supply side (e.g. Venables (1996))
– Immobile labor across regions, mobile across sectors within regions
– Firms want to be closer to inputs and factors of production
– Remainder of this talk
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Bird’s eye view of framework
• Cumulative effects

– Producers want to be at location with access to large consumer base (forward linkages) and supplies of
inputs for production or goods/services that their workers need (backward linkages)
– But location with large concentration of producers tends to have good forward/backward linkages already
– Hence, once established, spatial concentration of production may tend to persist, and small difference in
initial size of two otherwise equivalent locations can grow over time
– Might need large exogenous shocks to disrupt locations (e.g. coal and steel industry in Wallonia, other
examples in stylized facts above)
– Need IRS in production at the level of the individual firm for this to happen
– Otherwise firm would not locate where the market is largest, but have establishment close to each
market
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Bird’s eye view of framework
• Counteracting force – trade costs
• Market potential

– all else equal, firms prefer to be in the location with best access to market, as it minimizes their trade
costs
– When trade costs are high, markets are segregated, and production takes place close to consumer
– When trade costs fall, large markets become more attractive, as a firm can produce locally and serve
distant destinations at low cost

• Market crowding

– Concentration increases competition in the area, while decreasing it in other areas
– Incentive for firms to move away
– Again need trade costs: if no trade costs, no matter where the firm is located, competition would be
equally tough
– With positive trade costs, firms can easier access local markets than distant markets. Hence location of
firms influences competition
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Bird’s eye view of framework
• Hence, fall in trade costs (or liberalization, integration) leads to agglomeration
– Benefit from local complementarities and externalities
– While serving distant markets at low cost

• Mechanisms at work in economic geography models
– All rely on circular causality/feedback loops
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Core-periphery model with backward linkages
• Model setup

– 2 regions
– 2 sectors: manufacturing (differentiated varieties, IRS, imperfect competition), agriculture (homogeneous
good, CRS, perfect competition, no trade costs)
– Labor as input, perfectly mobile across sectors, perfectly immobile across regions (hence shut down labor
mobility/forward linkages)
– Production combines labor with the composite manufacturing good to produce manufacturing output,
and entails both fixed and variable costs
– Consumers have love of variety preferences of CES type (consume all goods)
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Core-periphery model with backward linkages
• Model with intermediate inputs

– Expansion of manufacturing sector has 2 reinforcing effects (backward linkage)
– Increases local demand for composite manufacturing good as input
– Reduces marginal cost of production as output increases of manufacturing, pushing down aggregate price
with value of elasticity of substitution (sigma)
– Leads to expansion of manufacturing sector and shrinking of agriculture in one region, and vice versa in
other region
– However, multiple equilibria exist, and resulting (and stable) equilibrium depends on size of trade costs
and direction of liberalization/closing

• Multiple equilibria

– While having similar initial conditions, regions settle on different specialization/agglomeration patterns
– How to test in empirics? See e.g. Davis and Weinstein (2002), and Bosker et al. (2007)
– Using bombing in WWII of German cities, did their growth diverge?
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Core-periphery model with backward linkages
• Too much or not enough agglomeration?

– Does agglomeration generate an efficient outcome?
– What is efficient?
– Using aggregate real income as efficiency measure, one can show (Ottaviano and Thisse (2002)) that
agglomeration can rise endogenously as market outcome, while more dispersion would be more efficient
– Agglomeration takes place too soon when trade costs decline
– However, when trade costs are low, agglomeration is efficient

• Many related models suggest there is room for policy intervention
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Proximity-concentration trade-off
• How does a firm organize its activities?

– Source/sell domestically or internationally?
– Export or have subsidiaries in destination market?

• Firms can choose to either serve destination market by exporting, or by locating close to
that market
– Firms frequently choose to service a foreign market by setting up a local production subsidiary
– Hence becoming a multinational through horizontal foreign direct investment (FDI)

• Examples

– FDI: Intel assembles most of its microchips in wholly-owned subsidiaries in China, Costa Rica, Malaysia
and the Philippines
– Exports: Nike subcontracts most of the manufacturing of its products to independent producers in
Thailand, Indonesia, Cambodia and Vietnam
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Proximity-concentration trade-off
• Brainard (1997) – 2 symmetric countries
• Key results

– Horizontal FDI chosen over exporting in industries with
– high transportation costs (proximity)
– Lower plant-level economies of scale relative to firm-level economies of scale (concentration)

• Intuition

– Proximity: horizontal FDI has lower transport costs than exporting, since local market is served by local
production
– Hence all other things equal, higher trade barriers increase FDI relative to exporting
– Concentration: horizontal FDI entails higher plant-level fixed costs of setting up a subsidiary
– Hence, all other things equal, lower plant-level economies of scale increase FDI relative to exporting
– If some factors can be easily deployed across plants (capital, management services etc), then there are also
firm-level economies of scale
– Hence, all other things equal, higher firm-level economies of scale imply larger firms in equilibrium, which
increases FDI relative to exporting
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Proximity-concentration trade-off
• Markusen and Venables (2000) – Asymmetric countries
– Introduce differences in factor endowments

• Key difference

– Less horizontal FDI between 2 countries if they have very different relative factor endowments, i.e. more
trade

• Intuition

– If the same production takes place in 2 countries with different factor prices, then the cost of production
will be higher in one country
– Larger endowment differences generate larger relative cost differences
– The larger the endowment differences, the less likely that transport costs will be high enough to justify
FDI (i.e. the replication of the production process in both countries)
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Policy implications
• Taking back a step

– Imperfect competition and liberalization can drive concentration of economic activity
– Some regions can be drained
– How to deal with this in an integrative EU?
– How to make sure policies have lasting effects and regions do not return to previous outcome?
– Good news: economic geography models exhibit hysteresis, so tipping to new equilibria is possible

• Public intervention can have an impact on 2 different areas

– Influence level of agglomeration by acting on dispersion and agglomeration forces, i.e. improve efficiency
or make allocation more equitable (transfers)
– Select one particular equilibrium when more than one can co-exist (similar shock but different outcomes)
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Influence level of agglomeration examples
• Transport infrastructure policy - Martin and Rogers (1995)

– Goal is to reduce trade costs between 2 countries
– 2 types of infrastructure: one intra-national (reduce TC within a country), one international
– Both countries trade
– Intra-national policy acts as expansion of local market, hence IRS leads to agglomeration in country with
best local infrastructure
– Hence, for supra-national policy maker, if one targets international convergence, is for infrastructure
policy to be biased towards local infrastructure of poorest country

• Transport infrastructure policy - Monfort and Nicolini (2000)

– More complex: 2 countries with each 2 regions
– Analyze impact of trade integration on agglomeration within countries
– Find that international integration increases within-country regional disparities
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Selecting equilibria
• Selecting desirable equilibria

– With agglomeration, all regions are possibly in core of core-periphery structure
– Also, if policy is enacted, want markets to tip into new stable equilibrium and not retract to initial state

• 2 strands of selection

– Based on historical determination (i.e. Ford Genk located where cheap labor was available after closing
coal mines)
– Based on expectations (prevailing equilibrium might depend only on expectations, and no switching
costs)
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Empirical assessment of regional policies
• Role of public infrastructure

– Impact of roads/rail infrastructure at NUTS2 regions across countries
– Basile (2008) finds negative impact of infrastructure on location choices of European multinationals
– Spies (2010) finds no impact of infrastructure on FDI decisions in Germany
– Wren and Jones (2010) also find no impact on FDI in UK

• What is going on?

– Not favorable for firm location decisions?
– Here, infrastructure is considered as exogenous input of local production.
– But ignores most important message of economic geography: transport is not only input, but also connection
between regions, facilitating trade
– Back to Martin and Rogers (1995): if improving local infrastructure mainly benefits to the region where it is
improved, improving inter-regional infrastructure can be beneficial for one region only

• Duranton and Turner (2011)

– Instrumenting the infrastructure stock is really crucial to get relevant estimates of its impact
– They obtain that a 10% increase in a city’s initial stock of highways causes about a 1.1% increase in its
employment
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Empirical assessment of regional policies
• Tax differentials

– Few studies in Europe
– For US: Head et al. (1999) find lower corporate taxes do attract Japanese investments at state level

• For great survey, both theoretical and empirical, and room for empirical analysis in EU, see
Combes and van Ypersele (2012)
•
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Additional references
• Fujita, Krugman and Venables (1999) – The Spatial Economy, MIT Press.
• Combes and van Ypersele (2012). The role and effectiveness of regional investment aid. EC
report.
• Copernicus Urban Atlas: http://land.copernicus.eu/local/urban-atlas/urban-atlas-2012/view
• Geostat: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/gisco/gisco-activities/integrating-statisticsgeospatial-information/geostat-initiative
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